
Mythical Silver Series Introduces Third Release at APMEX 
 
APMEX, the nation’s largest Precious Metals e-retailer, has announced the increasingly popular Pegasus 
Series is getting a new release that is now available to shop at APMEX. 
 
This exceptional series from the Pobjoy Mint celebrates the famous winged horse from Greek 
mythology. The 2019 issue mimics the previous release, displaying Pegasus rearing up with his wings 
spread. The obverse of each features a likeness of Queen Elizabeth II used exclusively by the Pobjoy 
Mint, adding a unique collectible aspect. 
 
The close-up image of Pegasus gains added beauty through the coin’s interesting Reverse Frosted finish, 
which showcases the central design in a matte, frosted finish while the outer rim is mirrorlike. This 
special production brings out details of the design that would not otherwise seem as prominent. 
 
The story of this classic mythical creature begins when Perseus is sent to kill Medusa. The god Hermes 
and goddess Athena came to aid Perseus with special gifts. When Perseus beheaded Medusa, Pegasus 
was born from her blood, tamed by Athena and given to Perseus. After Pegasus helped Perseus rescue 
Andromeda, he was carried to Mount Helicon where he was entrusted to the care of the Muses. 
 
This mythical beauty would make an exceptional addition to any Silver collection. Shop APMEX today to 
find the full Pegasus Series while limited mintages are available. 
 
About APMEX, Inc. 
 
Since 1999, APMEX has been one of the nation's largest Precious Metals e-retailers, boasting over $10 
billion in transactions. APMEX has the largest selection of bullion and numismatic items provided by a 
retailer, boasting more than 10,000 products. Product offerings include all U.S. Mint bullion such as 
Gold, Silver and Platinum American Eagle coins. APMEX also sells products from leading mints around 
the world including The Royal Mint, Perth Mint, Royal Canadian Mint and many others. APMEX is a 
member of the American Numismatic Association, the International Precious Metals Institute and the 
Industry Council for Tangible Assets. For additional information, visit www.APMEX.com or call (800) 375-
9006. 
 

https://www.apmex.com/product/178067/2019-bvi-1-oz-silver-pegasus-reverse-frosted-bu
https://www.apmex.com/category/29219/british-virgin-islands-pegasus-series
https://www.apmex.com/
https://www.apmex.com/category/98006/bullion
https://www.apmex.com/category/10000/gold
https://www.apmex.com/category/20000/silver

